
Disambiguation Strategies for Cross-languageInformation RetrievalDjoerd Hiemstra and Franiska de JongCentre for Telematis and Information TehnologyUniversity of Twente, Enshede, The Netherlandsfhiemstra,fdejongg�s.utwente.nlAbstrat. This paper gives an overview of tools and methods for Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) that are developed within theTwenty-One projet. The tools and methods are evaluated with theTREC CLIR task doument olletion using Duth queries on the En-glish doument base. The main issue addressed here is an evaluation oftwo approahes to disambiguation. The underlying question is whether alot of e�ort should be put in �nding the orret translation for eah queryterm before searhing, or whether searhing with more than one possibletranslation leads to better results? The experimental study suggests thatthe quality of searh methods is more important than the quality of dis-ambiguation methods. Good retrieval methods are able to disambiguatetranslated queries impliitly during searhing.Keywords: Cross-Language Information Retrieval, Statistial MahineTranslation.1 IntrodutionWithin the projet Twenty-One a system is built that supports Cross-language Information Retrieval (CLIR). Cross-language retrieval supportsthe users of multilingual doument olletions by allowing them to submitqueries in one language, and retrieve douments in any of the languagesovered by the retrieval system. On the example of Duth queries on anEnglish doument olletion, this an be ahieved by: o�-line doumenttranslation: translating English douments into Duth, then indexing inDuth; o�-line index translation: indexing English douments in English,then translating the resulting index into Duth; on-line query translation:indexing English douments in English and translating Duth queries onthe y into English. The latter method is preferred when the former twoare impratial. Query translation is envored in environments where itwould be impossible to produe translations for all douments in the do-ument base and/or to produe translated indies for eah language. Do-ument translation has the major advantage that it is possible to present



the user a high quality preview of the retrieved douments. Translatingdouments after they are retrieved, as o�ered by some web searh engines,does not suÆe beause it does not help the users to identify material thatthey might want to have translated. Sine it presupposes that the userhas already found the relevant doument in its original foreign language,it fails to support exatly that part of a searh in a multilingual environ-ment whih is the most diÆult one: to formulate a query whih will thentake the user to the foreign language doument of interest.The Twenty-One projet has a lear target domain. It fouses on dis-losing literature on sustainable development in four languages: Duth,English, Frenh and German. The projet also has a strong fous on thedislosure of paper douments whih have to be sanned and onverted toan eletronial format by optial harater reognition software. A thirdfous is on natural language proessing in the four supported languages.At indexing time noun phrases are reognised and used as omplex indexterms. As the Twenty-One domain is limited and as heavy preproessingand storage of sanned douments has to be rekoned with anyhow, thisis a lassi ase for the doument translation approah. The Twenty-Onesystem1 uses sophistiated translation software for the disambiguation ofindex terms in ontext. If a word has more than one possible translationit is alled ambiguous, e.g. the English word plant has two possible Frenhtranslations plante for the sense of 'vegetation' and usine for the senseof 'fatory'. The term disambiguation is used in two ways in this paper.Disambiguation refers to the proess of hoosing the best translation.However, disambiguation might also refer to the estimation of probabil-ities for eah possible translation. The disambiguation proess might forinstane assign a probability of 0.8 to plante and 0.2 to usine. The prob-abilities an be used to identify the most probable translation, but, ifthe query translation approah is taken, they might also be used duringretrieval to weight eah possible translation. Currently disambiguation inTwenty-One an be pursued in four ways:{ using existing mahine translation software (LOGOS){ seletion of the preferred translation from a mahine readable ditio-nary (Van Dale){ the use of domain spei� ditionaries that are automatially gener-ated on the basis of statistially proessed parallel orpora (suited forspei� appliations only)1 Twenty-One was the �rst on-line text retrieval system supporting CLIR in Europe:http://twentyone.tpd.tno.nl/21demomooi/



{ disambiguation on the basis of the frequeny of noun phrases in thedoument olletionIn this paper the di�erent disambiguation strategies of the Twenty-Onesystem will be evaluated. The paper addresses the question whih strategyresults in the best retrieval performane, but it also addresses the questionif disambiguation is neessary at all. New probabilisti retrieval tehniquesthat are developed at the University of Twente are able to disambiguatetranslated queries impliitly during searhing.This paper is organised as follows. Setion 2 explores possibilities forthe omparison of the "doument translation" approah with the "querytranslation" approah. Setion 3 introdues three basi methods for querytranslation. Setion 4 addresses heuristis and statistis for disambigua-tion if the query translation approah to ross-language retrieval is fol-lowed. Setion 5 disusses the setup of our experiments and experimentalresults. Finally, setion 6 ontains onluding remarks. Tehnial detailsof the probabilisti retrieval model an be found in the appendix of thispaper.2 Empirially omparing doument translation withquery translationIn the introdution three important advantages of doument translationwere mentioned. Firstly, it an be done o�-line. Seondly, if a lassialmahine translation is used, it is possible to present the user a high qual-ity preview of a doument. Thirdly, there is more ontext available forlexial disambiguation whih might lead to better retrieval performanein terms of preision and reall.2 For several types of appliations, the�rst and seond advantage may be a good reason to hoose for doumenttranslation. The third advantage seems quite plausible and was hypoth-esised in a number of early publiations on ross-language retrieval, e.g.Oard and Dorr [16℄, Hull and Grefenstette [10℄ and Kraaij [11℄.Does the doument translation approah to ross-language retrievalusing lassial mahine translation really lead to better retrieval perfor-mane than the query translation approah using a mahine readableditionary? A reent experimental study by Oard [15℄ suggests it does.However, for a number of reasons it is very diÆult to answer this questionon the basis of empirial evidene. A �rst problem is that in the query2 Preision is the fration of the retrieved douments that is atually relevant andreall is the fration of the relevant douments that is atually retrieved.



translation approah, searhing is done in the language of the doumentswhile in the doument translation approah searhing is done in the lan-guage of the query. But it is a well known fat that information retrievalis not equally diÆult for eah language. A seond problem is that, for asound answer to the question, we need a mahine translation system and amahine readable ditionary that have exatly the same lexial overage.If the mahine translation system misses vital translations that the ma-hine readable ditionary does list, we end up omparing the overage ofthe respetive translation lexions instead of the two approahes to ross-language retrieval. Within the Twenty-One projet we have a third, morepratial, problem that prevents us from evaluating the usefulness of theused translation system (LOGOS) against the usefulness of the mahinereadable ditionaries available within the projet (Van Dale). The VanDale ditionaries are entirely based on Duth head words, but translationfrom and to Duth is not supported by LOGOS. These onsiderations urgeus to rephrase the the issue into a more manageable question.A �rst, manageable, step in omparing doument translation withquery translation might be the following. What is, given a translationlexion, the best approah for query translation: using one translationfor eah query term (i.e. expliit disambiguation) or using all possibletranslations? Piking one translation is a neessary ondition of the do-ument translation approah. For query translation we an either use onetranslation for searhing, or more than one. The question one or moretranslations also reets the lassial preision / reall dilemma in infor-mation retrieval: piking one spei� translation of eah query term is agood strategy to ahieve high preision; using all possible translations ofeah query term is a good strategy to ahieve high reall.3 Methods for query translationAs said in the previous setion one of the issues dealt with in this paper isomparing ross-language information retrieval using one translation perquery term with retrieval using more than one translation per query term.We will report the results of retrieval experiments using the Duth querieson the English TREC ross-language task olletion. A Duth query willbe referred to as the soure language query; the English query will bereferred to as the translated query. The experiments an be divided intothree ategories:1. query translation using one translation per soure language queryterm



2. query translation using unstrutured queries of all possible transla-tions per soure language query term3. query translation using strutured queries of all possible translationsper soure language query term3.1 Using one translation per query termIf only one translation per query term is used for searhing, the transla-tion proess must have some kind of expliit disambiguation proedure.This proedure might be based on an existing mahine translation system,or alternatively, on statistial tehniques or heuristis. After disambigua-tion, the translated query an be treated the way a query is normallytreated in a monolingual setting. A 'normal' monolingual setting in thisontext is retrieval on the basis of a statistial 'bag-of-words' model likee.g. the vetor spae model [20℄ or the lassial probabilisti model [18℄.The unstrutured queries mentioned in the next setion will also refer tothe use of a bag-of-words model. Instead of the vetor spae model orthe lassial probabilisti model we will use a new model, alled the lin-guistially motivated probabilisti model of information retrieval, whihis desribed in the appendix of this paper.Figure 1 gives an example of an English query fthird, worldg that isused to searh a Frenh olletion. Although both third and world mighthave more than one possible translation, the system has to pik one ofthem. fthird, worldg# ditionary lookupand disambiguationftiers, mondegFig. 1. using one translation per query termIn setion 4 a number of heuristis and statistis for disambiguation willbe explored. As explained in setion 2 we will not be able to atually usemahine translation for disambiguation. It is however possible to de�nean upper bound on what is possible with the one-translation approahby asking a human expert to manually disambiguate the output of themahine readable ditionary. We hypothesise that query translation using



a mahine translation system with the same lexial overage as the ma-hine readable ditionary will not result in better retrieval performanethan query translation using the manually disambiguated output of thesame ditionary.3.2 Using unstrutured queriesIf more than one translation per soure language query term is used forsearhing we might still treat the translated query as a bag-of-words. Aswe will see in setion 5 the way of weighting the possible translations isruial for unstrutured queries. In partiular it is important to normalisethe possible translations in suh a way that for eah soure languagequery term the weights of possible translations sum up to one. Not usingnormalisation will make soure language query terms with a lot of possibletranslations unintentionally more important than soure language queryterms that have less possible translations.Figure 2 again gives the example of an English query fthird, worldgthat is used to searh a Frenh olletion. It is assumed that the En-glish term third has two possible Frenh translations: tiers and troisi�emeand that the English term world has three possible translations: monde,mondial and terre. Instead of seleting one translation we might use allpossible translation to searh the doument olletion.fthird, worldg# ditionary lookup(tiers, troisi�eme, monde, mondial, terre)Fig. 2. translation using an unstrutured queryThe result of �gure 2 ould be used diretly for searhing the Frenh ol-letion (see run2a in setion 5), but this would make the term world inthe soure language query more important (beause it has more possibletranslations) than the word third. Normalisation of the possible transla-tions might therefore be used to make the ontribution of third as highas the ontribution of world. In this ase the possible translations of thirdare reweighted to 0.5 and the possible translations of world to 0.33 (seerun2 in setion 5). If one of the possible translations of one sourelanguage query term is more probable than the other(s), this possible



translation might be weighted higher than the other(s) while keeping thenormalisation in tat.3.3 Using strutured queriesIf all possible translations are treated as one bag-of-words we ignore thefat that a doument ontaining one possible translation of eah sourelanguage query term is more likely to be relevant than a doument on-taining all possible translations of only one soure language query term.The boolean model or weighted boolean models (see e.g. [20℄) an be usedto retrieve only those douments that ontain a translation of all or mostof the soure language query terms [9℄. Disjuntion an be used to om-bine possible translations of one soure language query term. Conjuntionan be used in a way that the translated query reets the formulationof the soure language query. fthird, worldg# ditionary lookupf(tiers [ troisi�eme), (monde [ mondial [ terre)gFig. 3. translation using a strutured queryFigure 3 again gives the example of an English query fthird, worldg ona Frenh doument olletion. The strutured query reets the possibletranslations of the soure language query terms in an intuitive way. Thestrutured query weighting algorithm impliitly normalises the possibletranslations in a disjuntion. Expliit normalisation as done for unstru-tured queries is no longer neessary. Strutured queries are generatedautomatially by the translation module and may take the probabilitiesof possible translations into aount. Tehnial details of the algorithman be found in the appendix.4 Heuristis and statistis for disambiguationThis setion lists a number of information resoures that an be used toidentify the proper translation or proper translations of a query term.The setion briey desribes information that is expliitly or impliitly



in the ditionary and information from other soures like parallel orporaand the doument olletion itself.4.1 Ditionary preferred translationThe VLIS lexial database of Van Dale Lexiography list for eah entry ex-pliitly one preferred translation whih is onsidered the most ommonlyused one. Replaing eah query term with the preferred translation is asimple, but possibly e�etive, approah to ross-language retrieval.4.2 Pseudo frequeniesThe Van Dale database ontains also expliit information on the senseof possible translations. Some Duth head words arry over to the sameEnglish translation for di�erent senses. For example the Duth head wordjeugd may be translated to youth in three senses: the sense of 'harateris-ti', 'time-frame' and 'person'. The 'person' sense has a synonym transla-tion: youngster. As youth ours in the ditionary under three senses andyoungster under one sense, we assign youth a weight that is three timesas high as the weight for youngster. The assumption made by weight-ing translations is that the number of ourrenes in the ditionary mayserve as rough estimates of atual frequenies in parallel orpora. In otherwords: the number of ourrenes in the ditionary serve as pseudo fre-quenies. Ideally, if the domain is limited and parallel orpora on thedomain are available, weights should be estimated from atual data asdesribed in setion 4.3.4.3 Frequenies from parallel orporaThe Twenty-One system ontains douments on the domain of sustain-able development. Translation in Twenty-One is done using a generalpurpose ditionary (Van Dale) and a general purpose MT-system (LO-GOS), but these resoures are not very well suited for domain-spei� jar-gon. Domain-spei� jargon and its translations are impliitly availablein parallel orpora on sustainable development. Translation pairs an bederived from parallel orpora using statistial o-ourrene by so-alledword alignment algorithms. Within the Twenty-One projet word align-ment algorithms were developed that do the job in a fast and reliable way[6℄. Domain spei� translation lexions were derived from Agenda 21, aUN-doument on sustainable development that is available in most of theEuropean languages inluding Duth and English.



For the experiment we merged the automatially derived ditionarywith the Van Dale ditionary in the following way. For eah entry, weadded the pseudo frequenies and the real frequenies of the possibletranslations. Pseudo frequenies are usually not higher than four or �ve,but the real frequenies in the parallel orpus may be more than a thou-sand for frequent translation pairs. Adding pseudo frequenies and realfrequenies has the e�et that for possible translations that are frequentin the orpus the real frequenies will be important, but for translationsthat are infrequent or missing the pseudo frequenies will be important.Translation pairs that have a frequeny of one or two in the parallelorpus may-be erroneously derived by the word alignment algorithm. If,however, suh an infrequent translation pair is also listed in the mahinereadable ditionary, then the pair was probably orret. Therefore weadded a bonus frequeny of three to eah possible translation that isboth in the orpus and in Van Dale.4.4 Context for disambiguationThe tehniques introdued so far do not resemble tehniques that are a-tually used in mahine translation systems. Traditionally, disambiguationin mahine translation systems is based on (syntati) ontext of words.In this setion a statistial algorithm is introdued that uses ontext of theoriginal query words to �nd the best translation. The algorithm uses an-didate noun phrases extrated from the doument base to disambiguatethe from the query. Noun phrases were extrated using the standard toolsas used in the Twenty-One system: the Xerox morphologial tools and theTNO parser. The noun phrases were sorted and then ounted, resulting ina list of unique phrases with frequeny of ourrene.The introdution of noun phrases (or any multi-word expression) inthe translation proess leads to two types of ambiguity: sense ambiguityand strutural ambiguity. Figure 4 gives an example of the Frenh trans-lation hart of the English noun phrase third world war. Eah word in thisnoun phrase an have several translations that are displayed in the bot-tom ells of the hart, the so-alled sense ambiguity. Aording to a list ofFrenh noun phrases there may be two andidate multi-word translations:tiers monde for the English noun phrase third world and guerre mondialefor world war. These andidate translations are displayed in the upperells of the hart. Beause the internal struture of noun phrases was notavailable for the translation proess, we an translate a full noun phraseby deomposing it in several ways. For example third world war an besplit up in the separate translation of either third world and war or in the



-tiers monde guerre mondialetroisi�eme monde guerretiers mondiale batailleterrethird world warFig. 4. translation hart of third world warseparate translation of third and world war. The most probable deompo-sition an be found using tehniques developed for stohasti grammars(see e.g. [2℄). The probabilities of the parse trees an be mapped into prob-abilities, or weights, of possible translations. A more detailed desriptionof the algorithm an be found in [12℄.4.5 Manual disambiguationThe manual disambiguation of the ditionary output was done by a quali-�ed interpreter whih also was a native speaker of English. She had aessto the Duth version of the topis and to the English ditionary out-put onsisting of a number of possible translations per soure language(Duth) query word. For eah Duth word, one of the possible Englishtranslations had to be hosen, even if the orret translation was not oneof them.4.6 Other informationIn the experiments desribed in this paper we ignored one importantsoure of information: the multi-word entries in the Van Dale ditionaries.Multi-word expressions like for instane world war are expliitly listed inthe ditionary. For the experiments desribed in this paper we only usedword-by-word translations using the single word entries.5 Experimental setup and resultsIn setion 3 we identi�ed three methods for query translation: using onetranslation per query term, using a unstrutured query of all transla-tions per soure language query term and using a strutured query of alltranslations per soure language query term. Eah method is assigned a



number 1, 2 or 3. In setion 4 �ve soures of information were identi�edthat may be used by these methods: ditionary preferene, pseudo fre-quenies, parallel orpora, ontext in noun phrases and human expertise.Given the �ve information soures we identi�ed seven (two experimentswere done both with and without normalisation) basi retrieval experi-ments or runs that are listed in table 1. Eah experiment is labelled witha letter from a to g. Table 1. disambiguation methodsrun name tehnique to weight translations / pik the best translationrun?a no weights used = ditionary preferred translation.run?b weight by pseudo frequenies.run? normalise weights of possible translations (run?a)run?d weight by normalised pseudo frequeniesrun?e normalised 'real' frequenies estimated from the parallelAgenda 21 orpus.run?f weight by using noun phrases from douments (inludingnormalisation)run?g disambiguation by a human expertThe ombinations of seven information soures and three methods de�nea total number of 21 possible experiments. After removing ombinationsthat are redundant or not informative 15 experiments remain.In the remainder of this setion we will report the results of 15 ex-periments on the TREC ross-language task test olletion [3℄ topis 1-24(exluding the topis that were not judged at the time of TREC-6 leaving21 topis). The Duth topis were used to searh the English douments.Experiments were ompared by means of their non-interpolated averagepreision, average preision in short. Additionally, the result of eah ex-periment will be ompared with the result of a monolingual base line run,whih is the result of queries based on the English version of the TRECtopis. The monolingual run performs at an average preision of 0.403.All experiments were done with the linguistially motivated experimentalretrieval engine developed at the University of Twente.5.1 One translation runsTable 2 list the results of the one translation runs. Normalisation of trans-lation weights is not useful for piking the best translation. Therefore the



table does not list run1 and run1d. (run1d would give exatly thesame results as run1b.)Table 2. results of 'one-translation' runsrun name average relative topreision baseline (%)run1a 0.262 65run1b 0.231 57run1e 0.282 70run1f 0.269 67run1g 0.315 78Not surprisingly, the manual disambiguated run outperforms the auto-mati runs, but it still performs at 78 % of the monolingual run. Trans-lation ambiguity and missing terminology are the two primary soures ofross-language retrieval error [10℄. We hypothesise that the loss of perfor-mane is due to missing terminology and possibly errors in the translationsripts. The 78 % performane of the monolingual base line is an upperbound on what is possible using a one-translation approah on the TRECross-language olletion.The best automati run is the run using orpus frequenies run1e.This is a surprise, beause we used a relatively small orpus on the do-main of the Twenty-One demonstrator whih is sustainable development.Inspetion of the topis however learns us that a lot of topis disussinternational problems like air pollution, ombating AIDS, et. whih falldiretly in the domain of sustainable development.The ditionary preferred run run1a performs reasonable well. Therun using ontext from noun phrases run1f performs only a little bet-ter. Pseudo frequenies run1b are less useful in identifying the orrettranslation.5.2 Unstrutured query runsTable 5.2 list the results of the unstrutured query runs using all pos-sible translations of eah original query term. We experimented with allinformation soures exept for the human expert.A �rst important thing to notie is that the normalisation of the termweights is a prerequisite for good performane if all possible translationsper soure language query term are used in an unstrutured query. Not



Table 3. results of 'unstrutured query' runsrun name average relative topreision baseline (%)run2a 0.180 45run2b 0.162 40run2 0.268 67run2d 0.308 76run2e 0.305 76run2f 0.275 68using the normalisation, as done in run2a and run2b will drop perfor-mane to a disappointing 40 to 45 per ent of the monolingual base line.More surprisingly, the pseudo frequeny run run2d and the real fre-queny run run2e now perform equally well and both approah the upperbound on what is possible with the one translation approah (run1g).Although the pseudo frequenies are not very useful for identifying thebest translation, they seem to be as realisti as real frequenies if usedfor weighting the possible translations.5.3 Strutured query runsTable 4 lists the results of the strutured query runs. Normalisation ofterm weights is impliit in the strutured query, so run3a and run3bwill give exatly the same results as run3 and run3d respetively.Table 4. results of 'strutured query' runsrun name average relative topreision baseline (%)run3 0.311 77run3d 0.330 82run3e 0.335 83run3f 0.323 80The four runs do not di�er as muh in performane as their unstruturedequivalents, whih suggests that the strutured queries are more robustthan the unstrutured queries. Again, the pseudo frequeny run run2dand the real frequeny run run2e perform almost equally well. Three



out of four runs perform better than the manually disambiguated 'onetranslation' run run1g.6 ConlusionThis paper gives an overview of methods and information resoures thatan be used for ross-language information retrieval. Evaluation of thesemethods on the TREC ross-language olletion indiates that using allpossible translations for searhing leads to better retrieval performanein terms of average preision than using just one (the best) translation.In several early publiations on ross-language retrieval [10, 11, 16℄it was hypothesised that the doument translation approah to ross-language retrieval leads to better retrieval performane than the querytranslation approah beause there is more ontext available in doumentsfor lexial disambiguation. Of ourse, lexial disambiguation is easier ifthere is more ontext available, but we laim that lexial disambiguationis not essential for good retrieval performane. In fat, table 4 showsthat the best performing runs simply use all possible translations. Theresults of the manually disambiguated run suggest that not muh an begained by putting a lot of e�ort in expliit disambiguation of possibletranslations. If sophistiated searh algorithms are used, disambiguationis done impliitly during searhing. This suggests that the hypothesis thatdoument translation leads to better retrieval performane than querytranslation might not be true after all: further researh is needed on thistopi.The appendix of this paper desribes some important steps in thedevelopment of new probabilisti retrieval models. It introdues a newmethod to rank douments using boolean strutured queries and it intro-dues a new way to inlude statistial translation diretly into statistialretrieval. In the ross-language retrieval experiments reported on here,boolean strutured queries outperform the unstrutured queries. In fu-ture publiations we hope to show that this method, although it needsthe Boolean queries to be in onjuntive normal form, is also useful in amonolingual setting with Boolean queries that are formulated diretly bythe user.AknowledgementsThe work reported in this paper is funded in part by the Duth TelematisInstitute projet DRUID. The reported TREC evaluations were funded in



part by the EU projets Twenty-One (IE 2108) and Pop-Eye (LE 4234).The term weighting approahes and experiments presented in this paperwere developed in o-operation with Wessel Kraaij from TNO-TPD Delftas a preparation for the oÆial TREC experiments. He deserves the reditsfor the idea to add the manually disambiguated run to our experimentsand for pointing out the referene to Harman's grouping method [4℄. Weare most grateful to Wessel for his advie and assistane. Furthermore,we like to thank Lynn Pakwood for the manual disambiguation of theVan Dale ditionary output and Thijs Westerveld for implementing theinterfae on the orpus ditionary.Appendix: probabilisti weighting algorithmsThe weighting algorithms for strutured and unstrutured queries arebased on the linguistially motivated probabilisti model of informationretrieval [5, 7, 8℄. This appendix gives an overview of the model and of itsappliation to ross-language information retrieval.A.1 An informal desription of the underlying ideasThe linguistially motivated probabilisti model is based on advanesmade in the �eld of statistial natural language proessing and uses prob-ability theory in quite a di�erent way than the lassial probabilistiapproahes to information retrieval, like e.g. the well-known Robertson /Spark-Jones probabilisti model [18℄. It uses a metaphor that is very sim-ilar to 'urn models' that are often used in introdutory statistis ourses[14℄. Instead of drawing balls at random with replaement from an urn, wewill onsider the proess of drawing words at random with replaementfrom a doument. Suppose someone selets one doument in the dou-ment olletion; draws at random, one at a time, with replaement tenwords from this doument and hands those ten words (the query terms)over to the system. The system now an make an eduated guess as fromwhih doument the words ame from, by alulating for eah doumentthe probability that the ten words were sampled from it and by rankingthe douments aordingly. The intuition behind it is that users have areasonable idea of whih terms are likely to our in douments of interestand will hoose query terms aordingly [17℄.The model an be extended to Boolean queries by treating the sam-pling proess as an AND-query and allowing that eah draw is spei�ed bya disjuntion of more than one term. For example, the probability of �rst



drawing the term information and then drawing either the term retrievalor the term �ltering from a doument an be alulated by the modelintrodued in this paper without any additional modeling assumptions.Furthermore it an be extended with additional statistial proessesto model di�erenes between the voabulary of the query and the vo-abulary of the douments. Statistial translation an be added to theproess of sampling terms from a doument by assuming that the trans-lation of a term does not depend on the doument it was sampled from.Cross-language retrieval using e.g. Duth queries on an English doumentolletion uses the sampling metaphor as follows: �rst an English word issampled from the doument, and then this word is translated to Duthwith some probability that an be estimated from a parallel orpus.A.2 De�nition of the orresponding probability measuresBased on the ideas mentioned above, probability measures an be de�nedto rank the douments given a query. The probability that an unstru-tured query T1; T2; � � � ; Tn of length n is sampled from a doument withdoument identi�er D is de�ned by equation 1.P (T1; T2; � � � ; TnjD) = nYi=1(�1P (Ti) + �2P (TijD)) (1)The probability measure is de�ned by a linear ombination of global in-formation P (T ) on the terms and loal information P (T jD) on the terms.The global information is added beause some query terms do not oureven one in the doument of interest. It is assumed that these terms arerandomly seleted from any of the douments in the entire olletion. Insetion A.4 it is shown that this probability measure an be rewritten toa tf�idf term weighting algorithm. A somewhat similar probability fun-tion was used by Miller, Leek and Shwartz [13℄. They showed that it anbe interpreted as a two-state hidden Markov model in whih �1 and �2de�ne the state transition probabilities and P (T ) and P (T jD) de�ne theemission probabilities.The extension for Boolean queries as mentioned above is straightfor-ward. For eah draw, di�erent terms are mutually exlusive. That is, ifone term is drawn from a doument, the probability of drawing e.g. boththe term information and the term retrieval is 0. Following the axiomsof probability theory (see e.g. Mood [14℄) the probability of a disjuntion



of terms in one draw is the sum of the probabilities of drawing the sin-gle terms. Disjuntion of m possible translations Tij (1 � j � m) of thesoure language query term on position i is de�ned as follows.P (Ti1 [ Ti2 [ � � � [ TimjD) = mXj=1(�1P (Tij) + �2P (Tij jD)) (2)Following this line of reasoning, AND queries are interpreted similar asunstrutured queries de�ned by equation 1. Or, to put it di�erently, un-strutured queries are impliitly assumed to be AND queries.Statistial translation is added to these probability measures by as-suming that the translation of a term does not depend on the dou-ment it was drawn from. If N1; N2; � � � ; Nn is a Duth query of lengthn and a Duth term on position i has mi possible English translationsTij (1 � j � mi), then the ranking as strutured queries would be doneaording to equation 3P (N1; N2; � � � ; NnjD) = nYi=1 miXj=1P (NijTij)(�1P (Tij) + �2P (Tij jD)) (3)The translation probabilities P (NijTij) an be estimated from parallelorpora, or alternatively by any of the methods desribed in setion 4.Equation 3 is the basis of the strutured query runs run3-f desribedin setion 5.3. The experiments only di�er in the way the translationprobabilities are estimated, i.e. the disambiguation method that was used.For the unstrutured query runs run2a-f statistial translation wasadded by making the number of times a query term ours in equation1 proportional to the translation probabilities. For run2a and run2btranslation frequenies instead of translation probabilities were used. Thetranslation frequenies or probabilities an be multiplied with the queryweights of table 5 (see setion A.4). Again, the experiments only di�er inthe way the translation probabilities were estimated.A.3 Parameter estimationIn information retrieval it is good pratie to use the term frequenyand doument frequeny as the main omponents of term weighting al-gorithms. Our probabilisti model does not make an exeption. The termfrequeny tf(t; d) is de�ned by the number of times the term t ours inthe doument d. The doument frequeny df(t) is de�ned by the number



of douments in whih the term t ours. Estimation of P (T ) and P (T jD)in equation 1, 2 and 3 was done as follows:P (Ti = ti) = df(ti)Pt df(t) (4)P (Ti = tijD = d) = tf(ti; d)Pt tf(t; d) (5)The value of the unknown parameter �2 was determined by previous ex-periments on three di�erent olletions inluding the TREC ross-languageolletion [8℄. For the experiments desribed in this paper we used �2 =0:15 . The value of �1 is determined by the fat that �1 + �2 = 1.A.4 Rewriting to presene weighting algorithmSimilar to the probabilisti model of Robertson and Spark-Jones [18℄probability measures for ranking douments an be rewritten into a for-mat that is easy to implement. A presene weighting sheme (as opposedto a presene/absene weighting sheme) assigns a zero weight to termsthat are not present in a doument. Presene weighting shemes an beimplemented using the vetor produt formula. This setion presents theresulting algorithms. Rewriting equation 1 results in the formula displayedin table 5. It an be interpreted as a tf�idf weighting algorithm with do-ument length normalisation as de�ned by Salton and Bukley [19℄.vetor produt formula: similarity(Q;D) = lXk=1 wqk � wdkquery term weight: wqk = tf(k; q)doument term weight: wdk = log(1 + tf(k; d)df(k)Pt tf(t; d) � �2Pt df(t)�1 )Fig. 5. tf�idf term weighting algorithmIf a strutured query is used, the disjuntion of possible translationsas de�ned by equation 2 should be alulated �rst. As addition is as-soiative, we do not have to alulate eah probability separately beforeadding them. Instead, respetively the doument frequenies and the termfrequenies of the disjunts an be added beforehand. The added frequen-ies an be used to replae df(k) and tf(k; d) in the weighting formula of
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